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Abstract 

Weather forecasting information is very crucial in decision making process regarding to activities and works, such as in 
the field of agriculture to determine initial growing season. Recently, climate change causes trouble in weather 
forecasting. Time series data analysis for forecasting, is one of the most important aspects of the practical usage. Time 
Series data is large in volume, highly dimensional and continuous updating. Accurate rainfall forecasting with the help 
of time series data analysis had helped in the field of agriculture, in evaluating drought and flooding situations in 
advance. The data used within this paper is taken from Automatic Digital Meteorological Station (NECOP Station) in 
National Space Research and Development Agency (NASRDA-Centre for Basic Space Science, Nsukka, Enugu State 
Nigeria). Those data include ambient temperature, air pressure, solar radiation, relative humidity, and wind speed etc. 
In this paper, rainfall forecasting models were developed for Artificial Neural Network (ANN) based on Levenberg-
Marquardt training function and Multiple linear regression (MLR) and was used for the prediction. Based on 
experimental result, it was concluded that prediction using ANN model for NASRDA-CBSS weather data produced 
prediction with more than 90% accuracy while MLR prediction gives 70%. 
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1. Introduction

Devices used by meteorologists to sample the state of the atmosphere, or what it's doing, at a given time are known as 
weather instruments. Rain gauge used at school, home, or offices are used to measure liquid precipitation [1]. The main 
important element of the hydrological process is rainfall. It is require being having advance knowledge of actual rainfall 
in the country like Nigeria, where most of the farmers depend on weather for their crops. Most of the states in Nigeria 
also suffered from the flood whereas some state is facing the problem of drought. In any of these two situations, an 
accurate and efficient rainfall prediction model is therefore needed. Rainfall forecasting model will help in better 
handling worst situations generated due to flood or drought of this kind [3-6]. Accurate rainfall forecasting will help in 
evaluating drought and flooding situations in advance. Therefore, it is important to have a perfect model for rainfall 
forecasting. An efficient and accurate rainfall prediction model is therefore needed. This kind of rainfall forecasting 
model will help in better handling worst situations generated due to flood or drought. Advance prediction of rainfall by 
this model also gives enough time to makes adequate arrangements for saving lives, transportation, procurement and 
supply of food and medicines. Data mining is a set of techniques used to extract unknown pieces of information from 
the large database repository [7-9]. There are various data mining techniques available to extract valuable and useful 
information from spatial, temporal, sequencing and time series data. Time Series data is a part of temporal data. Time 
series data generated from scientific data, financial applications, weather data, GPS, Sensor Networks etc. Large in 
volume, highly dimensional and continuous updating is the nature of time series data [10-12]. Use of time series data in 
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prediction, pattern identification, anomaly detection, motif discovery, clustering, classification, segmentation fetches 
the attention of data mining researchers.  

2. Methodology 

This research paper uses data obtained from Environmental, Pollution and Soil Monitoring (EPSm) System and with its 
counterpart station, Nigerian Environmental Climatic Operation Programme (NECOP) station in NASRDA-CBSS Odoru 
Nsukka. The EPSm system is a smart outdoor system that was designed to comprehensively carry out real time 
measurement of environmental and soil monitoring. The comprehensive coverage of EPSm system positions it to be a 
one – stop facility for a wide scenario of environmental and soil monitoring. Meteorological data mining is a form of 
Data mining concerned with finding hidden patterns inside largely available meteorological data, so that the information 
retrieved can be transformed into usable knowledge. Useful knowledge can play important role in understanding the 
climate variability and climate prediction. This understanding can be used to support many important sectors that are 
affected by climate like agriculture, water resources and tourism. To make an accurate prediction is one of the major 
challenges facing meteorologist all over the world. The transformation of rainfall into runoff over a catchment is a 
complex hydrological phenomenon, as this process is highly nonlinear, time-varying and spatially distributed. A number 
of models have been developed to simulate this process. Depending on the complexities involved, these models are 
categorized as empirical, black-box, conceptual or physically-based distributed models.  

 

Figure 1 Output of 7 -1 – 1 Hidden layer Neural Network 

3. Results and discussion 

Figure2 shows the result of ANN training and the values of regression and Mean Square error of the training, validation 
and testing. 

 

Figure 2 Result of NN training 
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Figure 3 Predicted rainfall image  

Table 1 Multiple regression model for predicting rainfall 

VARIABLES COEFFICIENTS P - VALUE 

Intercept(B0) 1.062049 5.28E-09 

Atmospheric Temperature (AT) -0.00458 1.84E-10 

Relative Humidity (RH) 0.000821 2.26E-15 

Wind Speed (WS) 0.011137 0.006491 

Wind Direction (WD) 9.62E-05 0.001282 

Atmospheric Pressure (AP) -0.00106 3.88E-08 

 

AT is B1, RH is B2, WS is B3, WD is B4 and AP is B5.  

Where Y is the predicted Rainfall, B0 is the intercept or constant, AT (Atmospheric Temperature), RH (Relative 
Humidity), WS (Wind Speed), WD (Wind Direction), AP (Atmospheric Pressure).  

From table 1, the estimates of B0 is 1.062049 (its P value is 5.28E - 09 ˂ 0.05), B1 is -0.00458(P value = 1.84E-10 ˂ 0.10), 
B2 is 0.000821 (P value is 2.26E-15 ˂ 0.10), B3 is 0.011137 (P value is 0.006491 ˂ 0.10), B4 is 9.62E-05 (P value is 
0.001282 ˂ 0.10), B5 is -0.00106 (P value is 3.88E-08 ˂ 0.10). The multiple regression models are significant at 10% 
level. The model has a multiple R2 = 0.213 which shows that the residuals are correlated. 

Table 2 Summary of the outputs of MLR data Analysis in Excel 

Regression Statistics 

Multiple R 0.461930663 

R Square 0.213379937 

Adjusted R Square 0.209886953 

Standard Error 0.03133502 

Observations 1132 
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Here, the square regression is 0.213 which is the same with the MLR value of the scattered graph in figure 3.6 

Table 3 The intercept and coefficient values for the rainfall parameters with their Predicted values (P-Values) 

 Coefficients Standard Error tStat P-Value Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0% 

Intercept 1.062049378 0.1805024 5.883851843 5.2807E-09 0.707890497 1.41620826 0.707890497 1.41620826 

AT -0.004584916 0.000712659 -6.43353396 1.83981E-10 -0.005983205 -0.003186627 -0.005983205 -0.003186627 

RH 0.000821297 0.000102151 8.040009349 2.25732E15 0.000620868 0.001021725 0.000620868 0.001021725 

WS 0.011136836 0.004083972 2.726961992 0.006491335 0.003123785 0.019149887 0.003123785 0.019149887 

WD 9.62413E-05 2.98131E.05 3.228150518 0.001281887 3.77458E-05 0.000154737 3.77458E-05 0.000154737 

AP -0.001056135 0.000190822 -5.53467018 3.87722E-08 -0.001430541 -0.000681729 -0.001430541 -0.000681729 

 

Table 4 Details of new changing values of regression parameters 

Iterations 
Atmospheric 

Temperature(AT)
coefficient 

Atmospheric 
Pressure(AP)

coefficient 

Wind 
Speed(SP)
coefficient 

Wind 
Direction(WD)c

oefficient 

Relative 
Humidity(RH)

coefficient 
IntersectValues 

First 
Iteration 

-0.004745663 -0.001252803 
0.0111368

36 
9.62413E-05 0.000614413 0.168502902 

Second 
Iteration 

-0.00511 0.000204769 0.005103 8.53421E-04 0.000591 0.189258971 

Times 
Performed 

3 3 3 3 3 3 

 

Table 5 Results obtained after the third iteration 

 Rainfall(RF) 
Atmospheric 

Temperature(AT) 
Atmospheric 
Pressure(AP) 

Wind 
Speed(SP) 

Wind 
Direction(WD) 

Relative 
Humidity(RH) 

First predicted value 0.001389 4.73E-13 1.34E-11 0.995667 0.0012818 2.19E-17 

Second predicted value 0.027083 2.61E-12 3.31E-09 0.174452 0.0098131 2.61E-14 

Error Percent 0.001389 -7.075736707 0.000204769 0.003754994 2.98131E-05 7.65255E-05 

 

The average error percentage from table 1 to table 5 shows that the above test is around 7%, the negative sign indicates 
that the error is decreased overall. 

Secondly when the value of rainfall (RF) is plotted against the Predicted value the scattered graph obtained has a 
squared regression of 0.213 which indicates also that the average error is minimal. The Multiple Linear Regression 
(MLR) graph of rainfall plotted against predicted values is shown in figure 3. 

Figure 4 shows the comparison result of ANN and MLR regression. When the result is compared with the regression 
value of MLR, we will notice that the result of ANN which is 0.58 is better than that of MLR which is 0.213. 
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Figure 3 Scattered Multiple Linear Regression Graph 

 

Figure 4 ANN regression plot 

4. Conclusion 

Rainfall is the major cause for many of the natural disasters like flash floods, droughts, tsunamis, loss of properties and 
lives. So in order to prevent these natural calamities, we should be able to predict the cause of the source. This can be 
overcome by automated rainfall forecasting system using optimized intelligent agents. The first approach is Artificial 
Neural network which has gained great popularity in weather prediction because of its simplicity and robustness. In 
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this thesis, data is trained by LM algorithm. This is the fastest method among other weather forecasting methods. As 
there are many BP algorithm but among them Levenberg Marquardt BP is highly admired and used because of its speed 
and efficiency in learning. Secondly, ANN has a method which involves in training different network with different 
number of hidden layer neurons on the same dataset and at the end chooses the use the network that gives best 
performance. The second approach is multiple linear regressions which can take multiple months at a time as input and 
just forming a single equation which leads nearer to an accurate rainfall predicted. The problem with MLR is that too 
much Time is been wasted in analyzing the data and in generating the predicted values for each parameter. The two 
approaches can be used in other applications like, in schools to predict the average marks of their students, in sports to 
predict the scores or winning teams. This data is used to perform the necessary calculations to predict the rainfall from 
a particular district. Therefore, it is hoped that the methodology of runoff estimation using the ANN can be extended to 
catchments for which the gauge and discharge records are nonexistent. 
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